
Savings, security 
and innovation
Samsung Galaxy devices perfectly 
matched for the public sector
Simplify IT with made-for-each-other Galaxy bundles

Now, more than ever, frontline workers in the public sector need the tools to stay connected. 
They need the flexibility to work from anywhere and the security to do so safely.

With Galaxy bundles, users get all this and the management control of Microsoft 365. 
Perfectly matched bundles that provide the freedom of the Samsung ecosystem,  
where devices don’t just work together, they work together seamlessly.

Start a project on your laptop and edit it later on your phone. The productivity  
possibilities are endless.



Your choice of perfect pairings
Our range of Samsung Galaxy bundles are aimed at making the working day easier and more productive.

*Price based on 36-month contract
All quotes are indicative and subject to credit and pricing approval

Contact XMA

Make XMA your only  
choice for Samsung

Award-winning VAR

Talk to us today about 
finding the perfect bundle 
for your organisation. 

Galaxy A33 & Galaxy Book3 Galaxy S23 & Galaxy Book3 Galaxy Z Fold4 & Galaxy Book Ultra

Galaxy A33 5G Enterprise Edition: 
A new era of sharing content, instant 
streaming and ultra-fast downloads
+
Galaxy Book3: The mobility of a tablet  
with the power of a desktop
+
24" monitor (S40UA): Design your desk  
to suit any purpose with a customisable 
stand for maximum productivity
From £35.09 per month*
+
Microsoft Standard 365 licence
From £43.01 per month*

Galaxy S23 Enterprise Edition: 
All the tools, security and support to help 
you work at your best
+
Galaxy Book3: Built on Samsung’s mobile 
expertise for the demands of a new world
+
27" monitor (S60UA): Innovative displays 
that power your performance
From £58.55 per month*
+
Microsoft Standard 365 licence
From £66.47 per month*

Buy Now Buy Now

Galaxy Z Fold4 Enterprise Edition: 
Built for business and packed with power 
and performance
+
Galaxy Book Ultra: Copes with the  
most demanding of projects with ease  
from anywhere
+
34" monitor (S65UA): Focus  
uninterrupted for optimum productivity
From £115.63 per month*
+  
Microsoft Premium 365 licence
From £129.61 per month*

Buy Now

Dedicated Samsung team

Public sector focus

Sustainability across device lifecycle

Exclusive XMA services
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